
From Euritalia’s research

Health
and well-being
naturally
at the chemist’s



ISOMAR: Marine Plasma
The well-being comes from the sea.

Health, research and innovation
are the distinguishing features of a company that, for more

than 20 years,  is used to spreading  well-being from the sea

From Cinque Terre seawater, ISOMAR, isotonic and sterile seawater solution. ISOMAR cannot be com-

pared to common “physiological” solutions only made of water and salt (Sodium Chloride). Thank to the

mineral salts and trace elements naturally contained into seawater, ISOMAR’s composition is simi-

lar to the inorganic fraction of human plasma. Seawater is a bio-marine plasma, a compound of

vital factors which are essential to cellular renewal. 

The mineral salts Calcium and Magnesium, the sulphates and the trace elements such as

Iron, Zync and Manganese, all of them act as a protection against infections, and relieve congestion

in the nasal mucous.

Why isotonic water?

The transition from hypertonic (100% seawater) to isotonic

seawater (33% dilution) is fundamental. Hypertonic water

causes a too little pasty mucus’ production with a limited me-

chanical protection, and leads to nasal mucous’ dryness, the

ideal condition for the raising of infections.

The Cinque Terre seawater is certified 
by Legambiente to be one of Italy’s
purest seawaters.
Beating rocks with low flood-tide, 
Cinque Terre seawater is highly oxygenated.



Isomar, features a compound of mineral salts 
and micro-nourishments which cannot be found 
in any other artificial saline solution.

The fact of being an isotonic solution, very similar to plasma,
makes ISOMAR a product which can be used in totally 
safety even for very long periods without provoking any 
addiction or sensitiveness.

ISOMAR’s complex composition exploits the micro-elements’
activity such as, for example, Zync, Copper 
and Manganese’s immunostimolant properties.



Marine Plasma

The well-being comes from the sea
of Cinque Terre



Daily nose-ears’
hygiene

Thank to Nitrogen, used as 

propellant (instead of the more

common compressed air), 

ISOMAR spray combines the daily

hygiene with a refreshing action.

TWO PRODUCTS IN ONE
NOSE-EARS

The two different nozzles
make the daily nose 
and ears’ cleaning very
easy, both for children
(from 1 year of age) 
and for adults.

ISOMAR Spray - 100 ml
Medical Device CE 0459 - cod. GA06382



For babies 
from 6 months of age

Daily nose hygiene
Spray no-gas

MORE THAN 400 SPRAYS

It can be used more times per day.
It does not give any addiction.

IT IS SCIENTIFICALLY DEMONSTRATED
that Cinque Terre’s seawater, once turned into 

isotony, is the most similar to human plasma.

ISOMAR Baby - 30 ml
Medical Device CE - cod. GA06386



vials

Daily nose-eyes
hygiene

ISOMAR cannot be compared 
to common physiological 
solutions since it is similar 
to the inorganic fraction 
of human plasma.

AUTHORIZED FOR 
AEROSOL THERAPY

Re-closable vials

THE FIRST PRODUCT IN THE WORLD
ALSO AUTHORIZED FOR OCULAR WASHINGS

ISOMAR spray and vials
Do not cause 
the “rebound effect”.

Unlike hypertonic products and waters 
containing Sodium Chloride, Bromine 
and Iodide, they reduce addiction 
to vessel-constrictors obtained 
by synthesis, and do not alter 
the mucous’ hydration.

ISOMAR vials
18 re-closable and re-usable vials of 5 ml
Medical Device CE 0459



occhi multidose

Hydrates – Refreshes
Lubricates
Soothes – Does not burn

Patented formulation

DOES NOT CONTAIN 
Benzalconium Chloride which
would make the Ialuronic Acid
precipitate in the form of crystals,
irritating the conjunctival 
membrane and causing 
strong lachrymation.

INTERNATIONAL PATENT N° 03007761.4

It is the only multidose
eye-drops containing 
Ialuronic Acid
which can be dropped without
taking off the contact lenses.

It contains Hydroxyl-Propil-
Methyl-Cellulose whose 
characteristic is that of slowing
down the natural eye-drops
evaporation.

Opposite to vessel-constrictors:
soothes, nourishes and lubricates the conjunctival sclera.

ISOMAR OCCHI - multidose 10 ml
Contains N-Hydroxyl-Methyl-Glicinate (NIG)
Medical Device CE 0546 - cod. GA06389



occhi 15 single-doses

Re-closable and re-usable
Does not contain 
any preservative

Patented formulation

Only ISOTONIC seawater, 
devoid of pollutant agents (as the
Cinque Terre Marine Park 
seawater), contains all the mineral
salts and trace elements which
can be found in human plasma
and in extra-cellular fluids (tears).

INTERNATIONAL PATENT N° 03007761.4

ISOMAR OCCHI multidose and single-dose
can be dropped without taking off the contact lenses

ISOMAR OCCHI - 15 single-doses
Medical Device CE 0546 - cod. GA06388



gola
Anti-reddening, soothing,
anti-halitosis

Adults and children

Medical device

The combined action of its 
natural active principles grants
the best treatment of sore
throat, salivary insufficiency,
Sjiögren syndrome 
and halitosis.

INTERNATIONAL PATENT N° 1341904

ISOMAR gola - spray 20 ml
Medical Device CE - cod. GA06390



nasal aspirator

Medical device

Conceived in order to free 
the baby’s nostrils from 
excessive mucus’ 
secretions so as to allow
the natural breathing.

INTERNATIONAL PATENT

The suction tube’s size has been purpose-studied in order 
to strike down the anaerobic bacterial charge, assuring
the mother a better safety than the traditional aspirators.

The anti-bacterial filter, correctly set in the final part of the suction 
tube (not at the beginning), can be used more than once and can 
be substituted only when visibly necessary! With ISOMAR NASAL 
ASPIRATOR it is possible to use only one filter/day, a great saving!

Also the shape of the suction tube has been modified in comparison
with the competitor products: it is squared off so as to grant 
a better and safer handle.

Anatomical tip

Nozzle

Flexible hose

Suction tube
and handle

Filter

ISOMAR Nasal Aspirator - 20 spare filters
Medical Device CE - cod. GA06401



In each packaging: 
1 already set filter 
+ 3 spare filters

Spare filters are 
available in 

packaging of 20 pcs.

ISOMAR nasal aspirator
gives the baby a quick relief, 
easying the feeding and allowing 
a sweet sleeping.

ISOMAR Nasal Aspirator - 20 spare filters
Medical Device CE - cod. GA06402




